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Hydroids; and also under what common name they should be designated. The

answer to these two questions is not difficult.

Since the fi"ce Medusa known to originate from Ilydroids nfl belong to the

type of the Dicoj;horc ipIocwyxc of Eselischioltz, the 6'/mnopldlu(lnlufa. of Forbes, or

craspedola of Gegenbaur, there is prCSUuhI)t.L'e evidence that the final investigation

of the true affinities of these Medusa will lead to a natural association of all those

which are really and closely related to one another, to the exclusion of the possible

foreign admixtures now left in this group, and that, such a natural group will ill

the end embrace all the Mcdusa originating from Hydroids. It is also possible,

however, that such a natural grout) of Medusn may embrace genera undergoing
a direct met4unorphosis from the e to the perfect Medusa without intervening

Hydra stock, as we already know that there are higher Discophora?, such as

Pelagia, which reproduce themselves without passing through the Strobilzt state.

But this would not alter the case of the affinity of such Medusa?: it would only

show that the natural group to which they belong exhibits a wider range in its

modes of development: The systematic position of any Medusa nuist be determined

by an investigation of its special structure, and if there are any Medusa?, not

em eggs to their pemaiieiit form,
arising from Hydroids, but growing up directly fr

and presenting the same special structure as those that arise from Hydroids, there

is no reason why they should be separated. Upon this view we shall hereafter

consider time affinities of the iEquornke, the mode of development of which is not

yet fully ascertained, and those of the iEginidce, some of which are known to

undergo a direct metamorphosis. As to time Polyp-like Acaleplis already known

to produce free Meduse, they, have all been united by Johnston into one natural

Fig. 61. division, which he has called I11-
Fig. 82.

: -7p drozdca. But among these iiydroi-7L jqj

dea there are those which produce

no free Medusa?, and yet as Ily-
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drokis in no way diflr from those

therefore, no reason why they a
that produce them. There is,

shonid be separated: the less since,
IlYURACTLI. 1'OLYCL1N.1, Ag. instead of free Mcdusa?, they proa a sterile Individual.- b Fertile

individual, producing male duce sessile 1icduse buds identical IIYDRACTINLt roicz.u.t, Ag.
a Sterile Individual. -!, Fertile individual pr,duw,-d Cluricr of malt, Me-

dufle. -00 Proboscis, with tlio hi their structure with the free ducing female Medum.-d e Female MedU,
mouth at. the apex. - t Elongut4
tentacles 01 the sterile it11vitIu.. Medus originating from the other containing advanced eggs. -fg Is I Ciustr

orfmnle Medusw with less advanced eggs.
als; in the fertile one b, they are
simPla knobs 0. Hydroids. On account of its re- 0 Peduncle of the mouth with short gIobclsr

tentneles.-c Individual, with globular ten

semblance to Siplionophora?, Hydraci.inia (Figs. 61 and tacks, upon which no Meduse have as
appeared,




Yet
or from which they have already

02) affords an excellent example of this type. dropped.
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